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BACKGROUND 
Despite an explosion in antiepileptic drug (AED) development over the past thirty years, there are many patients who do not respond
adequately to these agents. Such patients are exposed to the greatest burden of epilepsy in the population because of the higher
frequencies of comorbid illnesses, psychological dysfunction, reduced quality of life (QoL) and increased mortality. The epilepsy
community recognizes the need to continue striving for “no seizures” and the best control possible. Known challenges for developing
new effective drugs include better efficacy-safety profiles, drug-resistant seizures, targeting disease modifying treatments and
addressing comorbidities, among others.

To improve the efficiency of clinical trials (CTs) for new AEDs, current initiatives in EU and USA are focusing on optimization of
selection of Clinical Outcomes Assessment (COAs) endpoints / tools, as well as innovative approaches for development of instruments.
Efforts are needed to make existing and new initiatives more transparent and accessible to drug developers. Selection and innovation of
health outcomes measurement instruments in randomized AED CTs is an area of high interaction between several disciplines and
different stakeholders.

Our goals are to: 1) identify the stakeholders dealing with COAs in AED CTs, 2) describe existing sources available to support AED
COAs selection, 3) describe the most innovative currently used strategies for COAs/COMs selection, and 4) propose new innovative
COAs developments applicable to future study designs based on efficiencies rather than legacy.

CONCLUSIONS ON INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES FOR COAS SELECTION
Epilepsy is one of the most promising therapeutic areas for improvement in the near future. AED
CT research has built momentum, with several new avenues for developing better agents always
emerging. In this way, review papers highlight several unmet needs and foresee innovative
approaches by which CTs will be selected to address the needs in the field:

• COAs selection more focused on variety of dimensions as NIH-RDoC dimensions (i.e., based on
drug molecular targets and its measurement in behavior, cognition and mood)

• Consensus-based decision making of COAs in which stakeholders seek to reach agreement on
COAs based on efficiencies rather than opinions

• Include measurement of comorbidities
• Use strategies to enrich study samples (e.g., cognitive/executive function COAs) useful to

prevent dropouts

Also, to develop and implement solutions to mitigate or close existing as well as expected gaps:

• Seizure underreporting in special situations requiring automatic seizure counting
• New endpoints focused on cognitive changes (PerfRO) and self-regulation (i.e. executive

function as PRO/ProxyRO) for efficacy and safety
• Validation of remote assessments of different endpoints (patients functional, mood, cognitive

monitoring)
• QoL instruments based on innovative methods and standardization of reporting of outcomes
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OBJECTIVES & METHODS 
With the aim to identify stakeholders dealing with COAs/COMs selection in AED CTs and strategies used
for COAs selection, a review of public CT databases and publications was conducted using keywords
epilepsy, seizures, and phase 2-3 studies. All elements (e.g., existing initiatives, stakeholders) were
organized within a pre-defined framework (Bishop et al, 2017). During the review, proposed strategies on
COAs & COMs innovation were extracted and summarized.

RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS IN EPILEPSY

STAKEHOLDER ROLE EXAMPLES 

Regulatory 
Agencies 

Research 
Guidelines

FDA
• Clinical Evaluation of AEDs (adults and children). January,1981
• Guidance for Industry Patient-Reported Outcome Measures: Use in Medical Product Development to

Support Labeling Claims. 2009
• Drugs for Treatment of Partial Onset Seizures: Full Extrapolation of Efficacy from Adults to Pediatric

Patients 2 Years of Age and Older Guidance for Industry. September 2019
EMA
• Guideline on clinical investigational of medicinal products in the treatment of epileptic disorders (draft)

including Add-on trials and Monotherapy trials (EMA CHMP/EWP/566/98 rev.3), July 2018
FDA COA 

Qualification
• FDA/CDER COA DDT Qualification Program - Clinical Outcome Assessments Qualification

Applications/Approved. (None submission accepted for “epilepsy or “seizures”)

FDA COA 

Databases

• COA Compendium - COAs already evaluated in the DDT COA Qualification Program or from NME labeling.
COA Compendium – COAs mentioned as PROs, ObsROs, for approved drugs in the treatment of Seizure
Disorder / Seizure disorder: Infantile spasm / Seizure Disorder: Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome (LGS) / Seizure
disorder: Refractory Complex Partial Seizures

Associations & 
Scientific
Organizations 

Evaluation • ILAE COME Commission Report Commission on Outcome Measurement in Epilepsy, 1994-1 997.

Recommendations on what outcomes should be measured in clinical trials

• ILAE Updated ILAE evidence review of AED drug efficacy and effectiveness as initial monotherapy for

epileptic seizures and syndromes (2013)
• National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) - Common Data Element (CDE)

− Identification of validation of new technologies (wearables, etc..) 
− Existing consortia involving several countries
− Standardize aspects of data collection, decrease study start-up time, and provide more complete, comprehensive, and equivalent 

data across studies within a disease area
− Facilitate the development of evidenced-based guidelines and recommendations
− Based on investigator use, new technologies, and research findings document emerging critical disease characteristics
− Round table with representatives of some health professionals 

• RADAR-CNS
− Complete and firsthand information
− Support application and innovation 

Diagnosis 

Cognitive 

Involvement

• ILAE Neuropsychological Task Force

− Indications and Expectations for neuropsychological assessment in routine epilepsy care – Cognitive and Psychological Domains. 

Scientific 
Organizations & 
National Public 
Health

COS
Core Outcomes Set 

Review Project

• CHOICE Project for Core Health Outcomes for Childhood Epilepsy

• University of Liverpool – British Epilepsy Association.

− Consensus among all on 8 domains to be included in clinical trials. 
− When comparing preferences on what is important among patients, caregivers  and health care professionals, there is not a 

complete overlap on what domains to measure in epilepsy. 
− Conclusions limited to survey participants mixing types of seizures/epilepsy. 
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National Public 
Health)

Accelerate 
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Improve Study 

Designs

• Collaboration among different organizations - TIGER, INERM, IDEE, CNRS, IRSCCS, ULYON. 

− Task Force on Refractory Partial Epilepsy
− Analysis of factors influencing efficacy outcomes (design and statistical procedures) 
− Improved standardization in reporting efficacy outcomes 

• E-epilepsy.eu (www.e-epilepsy.eu)
− Pan-European Project, involving reference centers funded by the EU Agency for Health and Consumers 
− Goal is to increase awareness of surgery for epilepsy across the EU 
− Goal to harmonize and to disseminate evidence-based best practice in imaging, EEG  monitoring and neuropsychology 

• Bozeman Epilepsy Consortium (USA)
− COS in neuropsychology in epilepsy considering neuropsychological involvement as comorbidity 
− Addresses neuropsychological relevant questions in a multi-centric way
− Not explicitly translated into clinical practice, for individual diagnostic and prognostics

IDENTIFIED COAs INSTRUMENT SELECTION STRATEGIES
STRATEGY EXAMPLE STRENGTHS WEAKNESS

Critical
RA Guidelines • EMA CHMP/EWP/566/98 rev.3 • Clarification and directions for 

future research

• Room for agreements on 
validating new COAs

• COAs definition not defined 
enough

• Based on status quo 
(measurement legacy)

Supportive
Meta-analyses 
Specific Condition 

Cochrane Library Plus • Summary of the State of the Art

• High quality systematic reviews 

• Study selection bias 

• Not focused on COAs efficiency 
or sensitivity

• Focus on “Intervention” rather
than CT “methods”.

Literature Reviews for 
COS projects 

COMET Initiative 
www.comet-initiative.org

• Database of Systematic Review 
Works

• Identification of Core Outcomes 
Set projects (different types)

• Study selection bias

• Health technology asssessment
oriented

• Limited dissemination

Instrument Libraries MRT Mapi Research Trust (18 COAs)

− https://mapi-trust.org/

BiblioPRO (10 COAs)

− https://www.bibliopro.org/

• Useful to collect information of 
specific instruments

• Useful to know copyright holder

• Information regarding labelling 

• No information about efficacy of 
measurement instruments 

• Often information out of date

Direct Selection of 
Instruments

PerfRO, ObsRO, ClinRO • Complete and firsthand 
information can be obtained

• Support on application and 
innovation by author with 
continuous validation of 
Composite Scores

• Copyright limitations

• Potential conflict of interests

Public CT Databases 
(Identification 
Instruments)

Clinicaltrials.gov 

Clinicaltrialsregister.eu

• List of past and ongoing studies 
including mention of endpoints
and COAs

• Limited information about use of 
COAs 

• No information about efficacy of 
measurement instruments 

Good Evaluation 
Practices

ISPOR Guidance

• Clinical Outcomes Assessment 
Emerging Good Practices Task Force 
(2015)

• Clinical Outcome Assessments: 
Conceptual Foundation—Report of the 
ISPOR Clinical Outcomes Assessment 
– Emerging Good Practices for 
Outcomes Research Task Force 
(2017)

COSMIN Quality Checklist 
EMPRO Quality Checklist

• Useful to rate the quality of 
measurement instruments

• Useful to guide selection when 
there are several options

• List of past and ongoing studies 
including primary and secondary 
endpoints

• Evaluation tools not specific for 
Clinical Trials 

Database of Research 
Projects 

CORDIS 
https://cordis.europa.eu/
(Including IMI-Horizon2020)

• Information about public funded 
projects in health research. 

• Technology validation may need 
additional funding
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GAP / ISSUE SOLUTION REFERENCE
Relevance of 

COAs

Patient 
populations

• Cross-check priorities on domain outcomes among patients/caregivers/clinicians

• Create a global measure of QoL including emotional well being and physical 
independence

• Compare relevant domains in different patient populations (e.g., refractory patients)
Noble, et al. 2016

Relevance of 
Cognition 

Accuracy of Drug 
Effects

• Include COAs to measure economic burden of cognitive side effects

• Consider cognition as a co-morbidity

• Evaluate cognitive improvement secondary to seizure control Helmstaedter, et al. 2017

Measure of Co-
morbidities

• Measure other dimensions of mental health such as mood, behavior, etc. (FDA only 
requires suicidality) Meador, 2019

Standardization of 
Outcomes &

Generalizability

• Improve standardization in reporting efficacy outcomes

• Use of trial designs closer to clinical practice as Health Economical Outcomes and
outcomes in risk groups

Rehims, et al. 2011

Refractory 
Epilepsy

• Expanding knowledge regarding causes of drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE)
Ventola et al., 2014

Seizure Count • Develop more precise tools of quantification of seizures, such as quantitative EEG or
video/EEG, specifically useful for very frequent seizures (e.g., absences) or for seizures
difficult to quantify clinically

EMA guideline, 2018

Epilepsy 
Syndromes

• Trials designed for epilepsy syndromes other than focal epilepsy

Core Outcomes 
Set

• Consensus on Clinical Outcome Set (COS) by using Delphi panels including different
stakeholders Crudgington et al, 2019. 
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